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The' Jets Can't. Beat 
Oakland or Kansas City! 
What Happens in 
the Playoffs? 
A FREE Press 
CUNY Budget Inflated 53% 
For 35,000 Freshmen Students 
Baruch Will Sp1onsor . 
'Dynamics'· Workshop 
The 1970/71 budget proposed qy the chancellor of the City University of New York In liaison with the Studeht G6vernment and the Alumni 
"to fulfill the promise of open admissions" was the subject of a public hearing by the Association, the college is sponsoring a Group Dynamics 
Board of Higher Education today (November 14) at its headquarters at 535 East 80 St. Workshop t0 be held at the Deerpark Farms Lodge in Cutte­
The budget for the operation of the university and its twenty-one units total;, $369.9 backville, N.Y. during the weekend 1of Dec. 12, 13, artd 14. 
million, an increase 0f 53% over the current budget of $241 million. The cost of this sensitivity train-
The total number of students • ing workshop shall be $20 per per-
calculated in te1ms of "full time College Discovery and 20% of uni- reate nursing program in the son. This fee includes all expenses 
equival�nts" is l?l,131 including versity management. The regular Mount Sinai-City College School (the balance of the cost for the 
95,98 2 m the semor colleges and college instruction for SEEK stu- of Nursing, the opening of Hostos k d · b · h d b th 
°'raduate sessions 38 38 2 in the dents is included in the budgets for Community .College in the South 
wee en IS emg s are Y e 
�ommunity college;, 8,267 in SEEK the various units; the special SEEK Bronx, expansion of curricula in 
Baruch College Aluml\i Associa­
and College Discovery, and 8,500 budget of $1 6.7 million covers re- specialized fields and expansion of tion and Department of Studen
t 
new freshmen admitted under the medial instruction, counseling, graduate studies provided as part Personnel Services, and by monies 
open admissions plan over and stipends, and suppo1t services. of the Master Plan goals. secured by Dean Dispenzieri, Dean 
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i����%1. /;:v���!� Under agreements with the City The budget includes $23 million of Evening Session). 
Budget. Office, the university dur- required to finance faculty collec-
man class is expected tooe 3 5,ooo ing the current year achieved a tive bargaining cont1·acts recently Understanding of '\Self" 
students. ' budget flexibility replacing·the 'line negotiated under provisions of the The purpose of the workshop is 
Larger Freshmen Class item budget. Under this plan the State's Taylor Law. to provide evening students with 
university is held accountable for 
To the cunent $241 million bud- achieving goals of em·ollment and CUNY Is "Vital" f!; t�!e a��::Ci���-:a�!�e�� ��1!�� program commitm:nt which are In his introduction, setting the 
an opportunity for a learning ex­
perience d�signed to further un­
derstanding of self and of others 
and to explore interpersonal rel/ 
funded unde-r established formulas; keynote of CUNY budget-making 
$44.5 million for mandatory and new expenses and deficiency ad- for the first year of the seventies 
inescapable costs, principally in- justments are justified in detail. the chancellor tenns the City Uni� ::��-�:S :�e���tiJ;::;m:;stfs !� In summary the 1970- 71 budget versity "vital to the well-qeing of 
supplies; $7.o million to catch up request proposed provides: 
the City" and notes that the uni-
tionships and group ·processes in 
Ron Bruse, Coordinator. 
a climate of freedom and social I - --- - -----­
creativity, versity, in. its turn, "is highly 
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� !ft! .Mi�;ons sensitive to its obligation to con-
at the 1969 level; $30.6 million to dollars 
tribute to that well being." 
meet scheduled Master Plan Goals Senior Colleges, University 
The Board of Higher Education 
for increases in em·ollments and · Graduate Di.vision, and 
will have the 1970- 7 1  budget pro-
new programs; and $3 5.5 million to Teacher Education $l93 
posal bef9rn it for adoption at its 
laUI1ch open admissions. Community CoUeges . 68_3 
regular monthly meeting on No-
The !)udget is to be funded with l"rograms for Exp'andeil 
vember 24 after analysis and mod-
$17 3.5 million in city tax levy Educational Opportunity 
ification by the Committee on 
funds; $14 3.5 million in state funds (SEEK, College Discov-
Budget and Finance. The budget 
for the i·egulal' budget and $16.7 ery, Library Fund, 
will than be forwarded to the city 
million for the supportive services CUMBIN) ...... r- 2 7.8 
and state. 
of SEEK; $34.3 million in student Open A,.dmissions . 3 5.5 Budget and Finance •Committee fees; $1.1 million in capital funds; University Management .  _. 7.7 
and $.8 million from other sources. Special Funds for Support The Committee on Budget and 
The state pays one-half of the -Fund) ·3.5 Finance of, the Board of Higher 
ope1·ating budgets of the senior of College Programs 34.1 Education is chaired by the Hon.-
colleges and gi-aduate division after Debt Service (Construction orable Jack L Joses. Members are 
the deducation of fees and one- Total _____ , $3 69 ,9 .Herbert Berman, Jean-Louis d'Heil-
half of the debt service of construe- ly, Minneola P. Ingersoll, Francis 
tion for these units. The state pays The new programs and units Keppel, and Frederick Burkhardt, 
one-third of the operating cost of covered by the 1970- 7 1  budget are board chairman, ex officio. 
the community colleges, the cost of the development o fthe· baccalau- The budget is prepared under 
the .direction of Dr. T. Edward 
Hollander, vice chancellor fol'\bud­
get and planning. Budget making 
begins on the individual campuses. 
Basically, the idea is to present 
your Self in an atmosphere that
stresses trust !J,nd feeling. This is 
done in a group setti_ng that em-· 
phasizes the Here and the Now 
while simultaneously providing on­
going :fieedback to you ab0ut you. 
The fornrnt of the workshop will 
include non-verbal and skilled ex­
ercises as well as "diagnostic" 
group sessions. 
Coi;itact Ron Bruse 
If you are interested in joining 
witli your fellow Evening Session 
students in this unique learning 
experience please contact Ron 
Bruse, Coordinator, Evening Ses­
sion from the Department of Stu: 
dent Personnel Services. Mr. 
Bruse feels that this experience 
woula be both productive and ex­
citing. If you wish to see a more 
comprehensive description of the
workshop progi·am please consult 
the November 17 issue of The Re-, 
porter. 
THIS WEEK IN 
THE - REPORTER: 
I'D RATHER BE RIGHT 
Page 
THAN ................. . 
Herb Rothman takes a stand 
on Viet-Nam. 
ATTACK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Paul Guzzardo discusses 
po111ography. 
ANOTHER FACE ..... ·.... 
Barbara Pick on the morality 
of killing. 
REFLECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Reuben Samuel talks about 
the moratorium. 
A GRADUATE TEMPER . . 8. 
Cavalier on Committee on 
Grad. Studies. 
OPINION ............... .
Zave Unger defends Spiro·T. 
Agnew. 
A NEW FEATURED 
. CROSSWORD PUZZLE . . 8 Fellowship Program 
At Baruch College 
The City of New' York has invited Baruch College to 
nominate candidates for the Urban Fellowship Program. If 
selected, Fellows will earn credits toward their degree and 
De·anship Coinmiftee Formed 
Reporter Poll Cancelled 
a $3,500 stipend during the 1970 academic year. 
Fellows work directly with heads of New York City 
By HERB ROTHMAN 
government agencies and with top• In a joint meeting- held on Tuesday night with The Reporter, Shtdent Council, 1tnd. 
Mayoral Assistants. Their specific school agrees to grant academic the Council of Club Presidents, a committee of seven E:Vening Session Students was selected 
assi=ents are designed to in- credit for participation in ,the pro- to hel-p President Weaver in his seleetion of a new Dean oLStudents. 0 • 1 , 2:ram.) The City would like 
to draw D1· I1�nng G1·eger of the Depa__.. <'.l· ---------------
------
----sure challenge and stimu at�on. its Urban Fellows from all aca-
. - '" n,--
Fellows are treated as profession- demic discipline's, not just from 
ment_ of S�udent Life opene� the 
al staff members with commen- those fields of study traditionally meetrng with a twenty mmute 
surate responsibilities in adminis- associated wit}) government. It is speech listing the qualifications 
trative problem-solving, research, especially seeking highly-moti
vat- that should be considered by the 
ed young people with a diversity committee in selecting the new policy planning, and related man- of backgrounds and interests. dean, Frank Hodges, President of 
a
l
ge
d
ment
f 
areas. The Progi·am in-
Political Science 
Evening Session Student .Council, 
c u  es o f-tbe-record seminars for p1·esided over the meeting whicH 
all Fellows with top City officials Students may apply informally included in addition to those men-
and leaders of the academic, news by sending a letter to Professo1· tioned above, a group of interest­
media, business and cultural com- o. E. Dial, Chairman, Political ed students. Afte1: an hour of dis­
nmniuies of New York 'as well as Science Department, prior to De- cussion on what fo1mat the com­
national leaders of urban affairs. cember 1, 1969. The letter should mittee would take, the club lead­
state the applicant's name, his ers sat down to the serious task 
major _field and the degree he is of electing the committee. After 
Applicati__ons Being Accepted 
All students who have complet� working toward. fifteen minutes of inter-club poli-
ed their junior year are eligible A committee will then be organ- tiking followed with the usual 
to apply, as are gi·aduate students ized to screen the applicant, and format of old fashioned popularity 
at a
l
l levels. (l"lease note, how- those who are selected will be given contests a committee of seven was 
ever, that students gi·aduating in formal applications. finally elected. The seven mem­
June 1970, or earlier, are not eligi- Additional literature on this pro- hers that will be representing the 
ble unless they have been admitted gram may be obtained from Profes- Evening Session are: Jay Siegel, 
to a graduate school, and that sor Dial's office, (Room 1508). editor-in-chief of The Reporter; 
Herb Rothman; Vice-President of direct manner, the student's choice 
YAF; Reuba.n Samuel, Sigma for Dean. 
Alpha; Gil Pena, P.R.I.D.E.; John 
Richberg, S.B.L.; Charlotte Pena, 
Playrads; and La1Ty Kalish, The 
Reporter. 
The committee's functions ,vill 
include intervie,ving of potential 
candidates, determining if those 
potential candidates have the 
proper "outl0ok" towards the Eve­
ning Session student, and recom­
mending new candidates to Presi­
dent Weaver for consideration: 
In order to give this commit­
tee a cluance to show the Presi­
dent that it iff a·1 representative 
body of stud�nts, The Reporter 
will not be running a poll on this 
topic. 
The Reporter poll was originally 
scheduled to be taken among eve- Dr. Greger, 
ning students to dete1mine, in a dent Life. 
Department of Stu-
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No Deanship Poll! 
In the November 10, 1969, issue 
of The Reporter the article dealing 
with applications for admission to 
the Graduate Division of The Ba­
ruch College is in e1Tor in one re­
spect and it might be helpul to call 
this to the attention of your read­
ers. The article indicates that to 
gain admission to the Graduate 
Division on a non-matriculated 
basis the applicant must attain a 
2.25 cumulative average or attain 
a score of 500 on his Graduate 
Admission test. The requirement in 
respect to the test score is the 
same as for matriculated students 
that is, a score of at least 475. 
Sincerely, 
John I. Griffin 
Acting Associate Dean 
FIRESIDE CHAT 
Meet Dean Dispenzieri 
o·n Friday December 12 
at 8:00 P.M. 
If interested in attending 
this informal gathering with 
Two weeks ago the Reporter described an elaborate 
polling system to be set up in order to allow students a direct the Dean ,of ,Evening Ses-
voice in our selection for Dean of Students. Well, it seems sion sign up in Room 315 
as though a few people raised their blood pressures to in- Student Center. 
exorable heights because of the proposed poll. So in order 
to ensure the safety of these people, we've decided to cancel If you can't make it to sign 
the poll. Actually many people contended that a poll of this up, dro,p a note c/o BOX 
nature would adversely affect the job of the student com- 9918. Show the dean you 
mittees. They feel we are infringing upon their little games, care. 
eh, we mean authority. Responsible people have claimed that '""-========================
it is disrespectful to run a poll for the selection of Dean. 
It is not similar to running a poll for the most popular sing­
ing group. 
The poll that didn't have one ballot cast, did have one 
positive effect. There is now an Evening Session Committee 
to select a candidate for recommendation. As you know 
Evening Session has been slow to act. While Day Session 
elected their committee over two months ago, E:vening Ses­
sion procrastinated. 
We cannot justifiably evaluate three of the seven stu­
dents selected for the Deanship Committee because they are 
on the editorial board of this p�blication. (See page 1) We 
must question whether it was wise to select three people who 
have already committed tbemselves to the same candidate. 
(The editorial board of the Reporter has already UNANI­
MOUSLY endorsed Professor Rothman of the Law Depart­
ment for Deain of Students). 
We urge all committee mem�ers to put politics aside 
and recommend the candidates most qualified for the position. 
WBMB, Nowhere 
On Your Dial 
The Reporter, Student Council, Sigma Alpha, and 
WBMB (Baruch Radio Station) are unique student organiza­
tions because among other functions, they are expected to 
perform services for the student body in general. WBMB 
has failed to produce for the evening session. They have 
been mismanaged and have produced few radio shows fo:r 
evening students. And it's unfortunate because many night 
students relax in the Oak and Marble Lounges and enjoy the 
free punch and cake served. 
During the last three weeks WBMB has not been play­
ing in the Day or the Evening because of a broken turn­
table. The time has come for pressure to be exerted upon 
radio operators. What would happen if the Reporter failed 
to publish for three weeks? 
Open Admissions 
We wish to extend apologies to Dr. Ginager who has 
been so patient with the Reporter. The Reporter, with Dr. 
Ginag·er's assistance, will conduct a survey among Baruch 
We Goofed 
Due to an error in the previous 
issue of the Reporter, the name 
of Mr. Samuel V. Tannenbaum 
was omitted from an article which 
gave a brief biographical sketch 
of the Graduate Student Associa­
tion's Board of Governors. 
Mr., Tannenbaum graduated from 
Brooklyn College in 1965 with a 
major in Political Science. He is 
currently working toward an MP A. 
.Sam has been active in social ser­
vice to the community for a num­
ber of years, including employ­
ment with the New York City De­
partment of Social Services, and 
other community activities. He is 
the Board's delegate to the Ad-
1nission Subcommittee of the Com­
mittee on Graduate Studies, 
amongst sundry duties. 
Dispenzieri . . .
(Co;ntinued from Page 8) 
are concerned above yolll· concern. 
For only your concern and your 
cooperation can make this program 
work. Our school officials need to 
know that you are interested and 
that you are watching this pro­
gram. 
We live in times when even small 
minorities can often create mas­
sive disorders on a scale that may 
will be intolerable, thus causing 
many Americans to opt out for 
political and social repressions of 
a kind that can only be disastrous 
for all of us. The "Open Admis­
sions Policy" is an attempt to 
prevent this from happening by 
treating the causes and not the 
symptoms. 
We can do a lot, both collectively 
and as individuals, to reshape and 
restructure our society, Olll' co1U1-
try, and our social system . We 
can preside over the changes that 
await us and, in addition, have a 
g1.·eat deal to say about the nature 
students to determine their attitudes concerning Open En- of these changes. This involves 
rollment. Due to midterms the staff of the Reporter has you, the Evening Session student, 
been overburdened and unable to meet with Dr. Ginager. We .your plan�, your progr�m, and your
· h h f l th t th" ·11 b l d b 
future. SJgma Alpha 1s concerned 
are ow�ver ope u a lS survey Wl e comp ete e- enough to become involved. Al'e 
fore Chnstmas. you? 
filrunluttnu 
On some wind-swept hill in Vietnam, 
Where the black, burned ground, 
Shell-pocked, tortured, bloodied, 
Studded with trees, torn and mangled, 
Vainly straining their remnants of branches 
Towards the sun - the light 
In gestures of futility, 
There lies, what might have 'been 
The perpetuation of my flesh, my 9nly son, 
My gift to fools and demagogues, 
To those who wave bright flags, 
Smoke their cigars and count their profits, 
While we, the people, bleed. 
But friend, do mark my word, 
And mark it well, 
A wind is rising in the land, 
Nay, more than that, a storm 
Which in the winter of our discontent 
Will rip a part, this s9rry scheme of things 
With wrath born out of agony. 
Alfred Charasz 
I love my land, 
I'd like to see it grow, 
Not in some predatory militancy 
Or in material ostentation, 
For these are qualities 
Which should recede 
As man maitures, 
I'd like it and the world to grow 
Towards that Jeffersonian dream 
Of dignity for all and humanism. 
A Jnrm 
When I think of you 
I like you very much. 
Alfred Charasz 
But when yo.i make me mad 
I feel like crushing a raisin 
Cookie· into your forehead. 
Pat Figorito 
to be born, ... 
to be loved/to love .. . 
to be wanted/to want .. . 
-to laugh ... 
to be needed/to need ...
to be accepteq./to accept ..
to cry ... 
to be understood/to understand 
to be desired/to desire ... 
to work . .. 
to be given/to give ... 
to be helped/to help .. 
to pray . . . 
to be consoled/to console .. 
to be cheered/to cheer ... 
to die ... 
As I see it ...
Maddalena Nappi 
ID'rutfy 
You won't deceive me, Darling· 
A lie is not a mask. ' 
I'm glad you're frank and holiest. 
The truth is all I ask. 
You never lie to please me. 
You're from a special breed. 
Your character can stand the test. 
The truth is all I need. 
You listen to the others lie 
Tn every breath they speak. 
I know they're lying, Darling. 
The truth is all I seek. 
lf I can see beyond them; 
Their pettiness can't grow. 
I'll see your strength and goodness· 
The truth is all I know. 
Catherine C. De LoWJJro 
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I'd Rather Be Right Than ... Professor _Cohen Discusses� Marke 1ng Symptoms 
Ed c lionol 
Te ev1sion 
By HERB ROTHMAN 
WAR AND THINGS 
On Viet Nam ... 
I have been receiving a lot of flack from my readers, 
from people at The Basement and associates in YAF, who 
were wondering where I stood in regard to the Vi�t-Nam 
War. I have been told by acquaintances on the left, that 
since I consider myself a conservative, I must be a hawk. 
My associates on the right reason, that since I do not ad­
vocate the complete annhilation of Hanoi, I should consider 
myself a dove. Well, I hate to disillusion both groups,, but 
I am neither, As I have stated in this column before, I am 
a libertarian. Libertarians are free thinkers; they are in­
dividualists. The libertarian Viet-Nam policy is not made 
by the "bomb Hanoi" delegation in Washington, nor is it 
made by the Dellinger "anti-establishment" establishment in 
Chicago. It is made from within the conscience of the in­
dividual himself. 
As far as Viet-Nam is concerned, I do not believe that 
a group of starry-eyed kids marching on Washington or 
San Francisco are going to change national policy one bit. 
Moratoriums are negative, and anything that is negative will 
never succeed. To protest "against" something Ip.eans only 
that one cannot think of anything to be in favor of. This 
goes for "dump somebody" movements as well as marches 
"against something" movements. I am for peace. I, am for 
the ending of the war in Viet-Nam (in fact all wars); but, 
until someone can convince me otherwise, I believe that the 
President of the United States is better qualified to end this 
war than any moratorium leader - for that matter, than any 
"bomb Hanoi" leader either. 
On War In General . . 
Here is an interesting bit of research which I feel 
obligated as a Republican-conservative to pass on to my 
liberal-Democratic readers. 
Since 1900 the United States has had twelve Presidents, 
of whom five have been "good" liberal Democrats. These 
distinguished gentlemen were: Messrs. Wilson, Roosevelt 
(F.D.), Truman, Kennedy and Johnson. Also, since the b_e­
ginning of this country, the United States has entered into 
four major international wars. These were: 
World War I - entered into on April 12, 1917 by liberal 
Democratic President Woodrow Wilson. This was done so 
"the world could be made safe for democracy." President 
Wilson's "war to end all wars" cost us only 109,740 .Ameri­
can lives; 
World War II - entered into on December 8, 1941 by 
liberal Democratic President Franklin D. Roosevelt. This 
was done to "save the world from aggression." President 
Roosevelt's "day that will live in infamy" cost us only 292,-
131 American lives; 
Korean War - Liberal Democratic President Harry S. 
Truman wanted this conflict called a "police action" and not 
a war. This war was entered into by the "good" Democrat 
on June 27, 1950 to "furnish such assistance to the Republic 
of Korea as may be necessary to repel the armed attack." 
Well, we are still "repelling" but it has cost us only 38,382 
American lives so far. 
Viet-Nam War - entered into during 1961 on a "non­
advisory"' level by liberal Democratic President John Ken­
nedy. This was done because our "obligations to our Asian 
Allies must be honored." American activity reached its peak 
in February of 1965, when Liberal Democratic President 
Lyndon Johnson ordered increased military aid. This fight 
for democi<acy has cost us only 39,746 lives as of this writing. 
Thus the story of American involvement in foreign wars 
since the start of the twentieth century. Please, dear reader, 
do not misunderstand me. I am not stating that liberal 
Democrats alone get the United States involved in foreign 
wars. Just because it has been .this way since the beginning 
of American foreign involvement dqes not mean it is an ir­
reversible trend. All I have stated are the facts. Draw your 
own conclusions. 
P.S. - Before you knock the Nixon Administration 
stop, think a moment, and thank God that liberal Democrat 
Hubert Horatio Humphrey was not elected. 
ETC .... ETC .... 
Anyone interested in Jomrng an evening session liber­
tarian club, please contact me care of this newspaper . . . . 
Although I am a member of the new committee to select a 
Dean of Students, I think that the entire idea is a farce. 
What the hell are our qualifications to interview or help 
select a new Dean. The entire "power to the students" con-
(Continued on Page 5) 
Fom· of every five persons in 
the United States are now within 
viewing range of educational tele­
vision, according to the U.S. Office 
of Edu.cation. · 
In a talk entitled "Marketing Ills - Diagnosis and 
Treatment" before the Marketing Society of Baruch College, 
November 25, 1969, Prof. Harry E. Cohen, partner in Stern 
Associates, Marketing Consultants, and also Supervisor of 
Evening Session Undergraduate Marketing Courses, brought 
up the problems of identifyjng·«i•r-
-
----------­
The potential education TV 
viewing audience has grown from 
105 million to 165 million since nat:u·e " of complete, detailed ex- 1963, when Federal fun. ds first be­ammation provided by some doc-
symptoms. "Symptoms," he stated, 
"may be obvious, such as falling
sales, hlgher selling costs, etc., or 
they may be concealed, such as too 
many unprofitable accounts, inef­
fective advertising, unproductive 
terrjtor.ies, poor selling technique, 
etc. 
"To detect these symptoms, " 
Prof. Cohen explained, "thei-e are 
three basic methods availal:lle to 
the consultant-diagnostician. These 
are spot analysis, piarketing au­
dits and continuous analysis of 
sales operations. Spot analysis may 
be likened to a patient going to a 
doctor with a hand or foot injury. 
Diagnosis and treatment are based 
on the needs of that parti.cular con­
dition. Market aucjits are general­
ized examinations somewhat in the 
tors or clinics. Marketing audits came available !o establish and 
may probe such factors as com- expand ETV stat10ns. . 
pany image, product lines, sales More than !00 ETV stations 
potential, channels of distribution, have bee:r:i activated �nd 77 ex­
advertising·, selling and sales pro- p_ande� smce �
963 with Federal 
motion, pricing, marke.t strategies fmancial suppo1t, and the 1:umber 
and tactics of States without ETV service has 
"Especiaily usef�l," concluded been reduced to .th1:ee - Alaska, 
p, f c h "' t· 1 . 
Montana and Wyommg. 
0:\�1e� �;�r�t��� �:�;,
a
;;��: 1 .A total of $36 milli?n has bee_n
nitoring and analysing all signif-
g_ranted to ;70 ed_ucat:onal televi­
icant sales operations, can lead to sion �nd_:radio stat10n� m 47 States, 
early detection of symptoms in time t�e District of Columbia _and Pue1to
to provide coITective action." 
R_1c_o unde� _t�e Educational Tele-
. . vis10n Facilities Act of 1962 and A number, of case hlstories were Title I of the Public Broad<!asting 
cited to illustrate the various di- Act of 1967. The Educational 
agnostic procedures and treatment Broadcasting Facili.ties P:i.::ogram 
of the conditions uncovered. (EBFP), assists in· establishing or 
expanding non-commercial educa­
The Library Responds 
Agoin; Is It Deficient? 
tional television or radio stations. 
Grants are made to support the 
cost of transmission equipment 
only. The U.S. Office of Education 
administers the program. 
Federal Fw1ds 
Federal funds, which must not 
By PROF. HAROLD EIBERSON exceed 75 percent of the project 
In your November 17 issue, a correspondent raises sev- costs, are matched by local or State 
eral questions about the operation of the library, and ,asks, 
funds. It is estimated that each 
"I 
Federal dollar has stimulated $11 
s the library deficient?" Since the writer obviously did in local, State and private funds. 
not consult with a representative of the library department Under the EBFP, the number of 
before airing his thoughts, may we make .comments and reserved ETV channels utilized has 
add some of our own? '®------------- more than doubled. It is estimated 
First, we are more than curious . . that some 69 million persons have 
about the instructor who "once" 
exammers \laid, ". · · the library better television reception as a 
recommended purchase of books re- �
�
f
ff is to �e. 
comm_end�d for _its result of ETV station expansion 
quired for hls course and was "re-
1 ig�n�
e an mg_enmty 111 �akmg and improvement. 
buffed." The library assigns top �t1e 
1�::��t!:1�,tion under mtolei·- Riversid� Radio WRVR (106.7
priority to books required for W'th 1
·
t th " d 
FM) premieres TALKING ABOUT 
cou_rse woi:k, above all other ma- ness'
1 
of 
r!��::.ia� o�r ��cJ�t :::= MUSIC .YITH GAIL KUBIK Tues­
t�rials. This extends t? the sele�- version into a lib'eral arts colJeo-e 
day evenmg, :Oecemb�r 2nd, 
at 11 
t�on of titles, t�e ordermg, acquisi- created areas of concern in whi�h 
P·';1· The Pulitzer Pnze coi:nposer 
t10n, and malang them available. h l 'b 1 
. . · brmgs the shop-talk . of artists as 
We should like to hear from the 
t e 1 .rarl rnd pieviously c?llect- they discuss their craft problems, 
instructor. 
ed ve1y '.1ttle. Budget and size . of the roll of the artist in society and 
. , . . staff we1e geared to our operation the new ideas which have so rev-
. Concernmg . the ph?s1cal cond1- �s a division of the large uptown olutionized the aits in the 20th t10n of the library, it should be library. Increases in staff, budget, century. 
understood :hat 100,000 volumes and space to encompass our new Olga Koussevitzky, wife of the and seats _for 275 readers �ave been status have been slow in coming. late Serge Koussevitzky, conductor squeezed mto an area designed for N ew qu�ers at th� 24th Street of the Boston Symphony, is Mr. 
less t�an . �
ne-half tha! capaci_ty. center Wlll help alleviate the sp_ace Kubik's first guest. Other guests 
If yo1;1r 
.
c�i
�
espondent will �xamme P;'O?�em. Ou:· reference and serials cfuring the initial month include 
the _library s (ayou� he will note divisions mamtain large collections Robert Helps, composer, on De­
maximum uhlizat�on of every of the latest indexes, guides, busi- cember 9; Aaron Copland, com­
square foot of ava:lable space on ness repo1ts and up to the minute poser on December 16· Joan San­
the second �d th1Td floors. We government and privately pub- ders 'author on December 23· and 
agre
� 
that this fact, add�d �o the lish�d dat� in many fields. Geoi'.ge Ke�dall, Director of the 
gene;�lly unkempt _an_d dilapidated Library_ 1s anxious to provide the MacDowell· Colony, on December 
condition of the bmld:11g, does not best service it can to the college 3 ·0. 
make for an attractive place to community. Students who encount­
read _and study. Last year, th� _in- er problems or wish to make sug­
spection team from our accreditmg gestions are invited to discuss them 
apicy, the Middle State Associa- with librarian supervisors in each 
!10n, conducted a c�reful and crit- division who are always vailable 
1cal three d�y review �f the col- whenever the library is open, day 
lege. Repo1tmg on 1;he library, the or evening. 
Mr. ,Kubik 
Most of the personalities inter­
viewed are old friends of Mr. Ku­
bik - and as a result the dia­
logues take on a lively, intimate 
and informal quality in which the 
listener has the impression of 
being brought into the artist's own 
studio. History of United States 
Viet-Nam Policy 
I 
By KEN WEINER 
The history of our involvement in Vietnam is about 
as obscure as _the reasons for man's existence. it seems that 
no one, IlOt even top government officials, really knows why 
yve are th�re. Many people, however, have some idea. This 
1s my version of the story. I make no guarantees as to exact 
dates or the truthfulness of any·<®· -----------­
In addition to the Pulitzer Prize
for· his Symphonie-Concertante, 
Mr: Kubik has been awarded the 
Prix de Rome, the Heifetz Awai·d 
and two Guggenheim Fellowships. 
Less well-known are his conducting
activities. WRVR will devote a 
two-hour program in February to 
Conduct Kubik. This special fea­
tures the Orchestre Symphonique 
of the French Radio, The Rome
Orchestra of the Radio Italiana, 
the Dublin Symphony and the 
.Columbus (Ohio) Symphony. 
statements acquired from U.S. Truman sent a handful of "U.S. I .----------
--� 
Government sources. observers . . . to provide close 
The year 1954 was a most event- working relations" with the 
ful and disastrous year for three French. The French also managed 
countries - France, Vietnam, and to get over $2 billion of aid for 
the United States. On May 8 Ho their war effort from the U.S. 
Chi Minh defeated the French at This, however, was all "inactive" 
Dienbienphu thus ending French pai-ticipation, though i_t was almost 
rule in Vietnam. At the end of ,the otherwise. The use of U.S. ground 
Geneva Conference on July 21 Viet- troops was almost employed ten 
nam was split in two and the U.S. years before they were actually 
became "actively" involved in the sent in. It seems ironic when you 
conflict. consider the people who fought 
Let me not deceive you though. for and against the plan. 
We actually became involved in One month before the French 
Vietnam in J.une 1950 when HaiTy (Continued on Page 4) 
DAN1E SOCIETY 
There will be a meeting of 
the Dante Society pn Dec. 5 at 
7:30 P.M. in Room 407 of the 
Student Center. Business will be 
discussed; a short movie will 
be shown, and light refresh­
ments will be served. After the 
meeting the Dante Society plans 
a trip to Little Italy. Transpor­
tation will be provided wher-
ever possible. 
Page Four 
Faculty and Staff Notes 
Professor Samuel Thomas (Political Science) delivered the 
principal address at the annual meeting of the Federal 
Training Council of New York and New Jersey, composed 
of personnel training and development officers from 'the 
New York region, at Governors' Island last Friday. 
1 Professor Samuel A. Dyckman presented a paper on "Net 
Operating Loss Carryovers and Carrybacks" before the C.W. 
Post College Tax Institute on Nov. 15; on Nov. 1 the ac­
countancy professor with his colleague, Prof. Joshua Wach­
tel, presented tax papers at the New York S,tate Society of 
C.P. A. 's annual tax confer�nce in the Biltmore Hotel. 
Temple University has appointed Prof. Violet Horvath 
(Romance Languages) reviewer for its "Journal of Modern 
Literature"; Prof. Horvath also received ·a travel grant to 
attend the Modern Language Association Faculty Exchange 
in Denver, Colorado from Decemeber 27 to December 30. 
Dr. David Rachman (Marketing) attended the retail 
�mions' conference in the Biltmor� on Noveember 14, speak­
mg on "Changes in Retailing and Implications for Unions." 
. The New York Chapter of the American Society of Ap­
praisers has elected Nathaniel Fensteerstock (Real Estate) 
to its Vice-Presidency. 
The latest edition of Dissertation Abstracts carries an 
abstract of "Setting .as. Meaning in Cooper's European Tril-
ogy," by Prof. Constance Ayres Denne (English). 
Prof. Addison Gayle (English) will lecture on "The 
Harlem Renaissance Toward a Black Aesthetic,' at Oberlin 
College on November 21. 
Prof� Leopold A. Bernstein (Accountancy) was a mem­
ber of a panel on "Earnings per Share" at a general meet­
ing of the New York State Society of C. P.A.'s at the Bilt-
more on Noveember 5. ' 
Prof. Maurice Bene'witz (Economics) is taking part as 
a staff member of a three-day workshop on "Mediation and 
Fact-Finding in Public Employee Disputes" sponsored by 
Cornell University at the Hotel Roosevelt, Tuesday through 
Thursday of this week. 
, "Adolescent Problems in the Ghetto" was the topic of 
the No".'. 17th seminar at Brooklyn CoUege, conducted by 
Prof. Vmcent Bryan· (Counseling Division). 
Professor Daniel Parker (Political Science) ·was the 
keynote speaker at Lehigh University's convocation on the 
question of "Alienation on the Campus" on November 16th. 
Vi���:::d • f:om Page 3) Cone g,e 
were defeated the Vice President c tof the United States, one Richard Q1D1c,e r Milhous Nixon, publically advocat-
ed the use of U.S. troops in Viet-
B 
\ . 
THE REP ORTER 
PLAY 
REVIEW 
By PAUL GUZZARDO 
You find this kind of ending in 
most movies and plays and tales. 
You also find this ending in the 
play, "And_Puppy Dog Tails." Why 
is such an ending unique in this 
particular play? Because "And 
Puppy Dog Tails" is a simple 
homosexual love story with a hap­
py ending. It deals with the con­
flict between a latent homosexual 
and a confirmed homosexual and 
their life long friendship. It also 
shows how artificial friendships 
can be when a contrary life style 
exists. But the hidden message of 
the play was that two homosexual 
can share an emotional relationship 
just as heterosexuals. 
The play was short (90 minutes) 
but packed with real life drama 
and ,emotions. There were four 
characters in the play. There was 
John, played by George Reeder, 
representing the unsuspecting 
homosexual. Even his old school 
chum, Bud, did not suspect any­
thing of him in the least. Bud, who 
\vas played by Ken Kliban was 
the uptight latent homosexual 
(like many Baruchian students). 
He was the one who upset a long 
friendship with John, due to his 
narrowmindedness. Carey-Lee, act­
ed by Horton Willis, was John's 
lover. He and John accepted their 
homosexuality and were happy with 
themselves as well as with each 
other. Then there was Tommy, 
played by Edward Dunn. Tommy 
was the effeminate homosexual 
who added the humor,and subtleties 
to the play. The performers acted 
their roles as professionals. It is 
about time someone wrote ·a play 
about the positive side of homo­
sexuality. Thank you David Gaard, 
the playwright. I recommend this 
play for all to see, especially the 
latent cases. It was truly a pleasant 
evening at the theatre. 
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ATTACK, 
By PAUL GUZZARDO 
IN A RUT WITH SMUT? 
Evei-yone has walked along 42nd Street or has been to 
Times Square. As you look at the stores you will see the 
pornography industry in full bloom. Vi alk inside and see the 
nude men and women at various poses in books, magazines 
and films. But this is only the soft pornography. The law 
in the United States still prohibits hard core pornography 
to be sold or displayed. 
There is a group of reactionaries who want to do away 
with all pornographic materials. These people are so hung-up 
tha,t they cannot stand to look at a nakedh uman body. Th�se 
people think the human body is ugly and grotesque, and 
this includes their own bodies. These people who are anti­
smut want to ban pornography because it appeals to "their 
own" prurient. interests. They cringe with fright and dis­
gust when seeing these healthy nude models. These are the 
people who brutally repress their sexual desires and urges. 
They are hung up and have deep insecure emotional prob­
lems and unconsciously they are begging for help. In Sweden 
where the word repression is unknown, people be it male or 
female scan and purchase all types and forms of pornog­
raphy. It is displayed in sto•res o,r at newstands. According 
to most opinion in America,, Sweden is a socially- abnormal 
country. The funny thing is, that the converse is true. The 
Swedes have free, normal social relations with each other 
and.this is healthy. The American "mass" are the ones that 
are socially sick. Wouldn't it be nice if there was a revival 
of good old Puritanism? , 
What needs to be done is the legalization of all pornog­
raphy, including the hard core literatur'e, magazines and 
films. This way whoever desires to indulge in them will be 
free to do so. On the other hand, if you are uptight about 
pornography you do not have to go ·into the establishments 
that sell this kind of materials. Nobody will twist your arm 
into buying or looking at the material. If pornography was 
legalized it would take a burden off the taxpayers and would 
be a defeat for organized crime. Think about it. 
Gay Power - Send correspondence to Paul Guzzardo c/o 
The Reporter or if you want to be discreet, send to Paul 
Guzzardo, c/o Box 909 the Student Center. 
CUNY Open Enrollment? R1odicol 
Ailments' ·Riequi,re· Radical Remedies 
nam. Secretary of State Dulles ronx Oommumty and College 
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, Choir will present its first free By Professor Alan Cooper (York College) 
,, � concert of the season December 
to support and relieve the French 19 at 8:30 p.m. inthe College Au-
By now the question of open admissions for the City University of New York is no' 
garrison at Dienbienphu. The idea longer one of whether or not .the process will be implemented but rather how it will be �i�=�· ��cs�mt�t;;�\�s�o:e:ietf� :i�::;mTh�2�u��t !8��!::!. The implemented. The Mayor has endorsed the principle that the City University shall throw 
jain us and second, and most im- The 42-member choir, under the its doors open to all high school gradu
ates of the City of New York by September of 1970. 
portant, there was heavy Congres- direction of Mr. John Hamell of Indeed, this Board o
f Higher Education has advocated and proposed that this measure be 
sional opposition. This opposition the Co1lege's D;partment of Music 
ac\opted at once. If we are to • 
was led by a man who was later 
d 
.
1 C 
have open admissions, then the future for the rest of the State it seems to me that an eff1'ca-
to make what may well have been an Art, w1 l perform " armina problem becomes one of allo-
the most costly mistake our coun- Burana" by Carl Orf, selected mu- cation of students and facili-
University. I believe, rather,. that cious way to effect this policy 
try has ever made--Lyndon Baines sic by Scarlatti, Bennett, and ties for handling the load. In the salvation of the City 
Univer- would be to open immediately a 
Johnson. Jannequin, and Christmas music most respects I endorse the sity lies in proposals which would 
new facility that could relieve the 
Dienbienp,hu fell and the Geneva and spiritu'.11s, Lustig Minority Report and the make
 it attractive both to its own entire distress at once and could, 
Conference began. lt ended with F�unded m 1962, the Bi:on:x .Com- Lustig Proposal for allocation of in
digenous population and to up- in f act, 
by its mere existence al­
the Geneva Accords which called mumty and Collegee Choll' 1s com- students. However, I take excep-
state and out-of-state population, leviate the present overcrowding 
for a cease-fire, a ,vithdrawal of posed of students as well as mem- tion to the recommendation in the and I d
o not believe that this is on the already existing campuses. 
French troops, a provisional par- bers of the _  community. In addition Lustig Report, Section 9, Subsec-
impossible. We have a precedent in the grad­
titioning of Vietnam along the 17th to pe�-formmg at n1;1111erous college tion 4, which alludes to complete We are however talking about 
uate facili_ties at 42nd street for 
Parallel nationwide elections in functions, the Choir has sung at integration of the City Univer- the short' run. Co�sequently the 
concent�·atmg . so�e �
·esources of 
July, 1956 which were to reunify the New Yo _rk Worl�'s Fair, other sity into the State University with fol]owing proposal aims to 'solve 
the entire_ Umversity mto one cen­
Vietnam, and, most important, a colleges, Philharmomc Hall and at the tuition paid by the City by the morale problem, the major ;�!\1;��ac��n. _I p�op?se creating a 
ban on any military alliances any the Brook lyn Academy of Music. 1971. The implication of this rec- problem of the short run and at . . 
tei foi freshmen. I be­
foreign troops, weapons, or bases. Conductor of the Bronx Com- ommendation is that except by the same time to build a f�ture for 
heve th1s can be done and can be 
Why then didn't things go as munity and College Choir since merging the City University into the City University that would 
done by Septemb:r ?f 1970; that it 
planned? It seems that two of the 1965, Mr. Hamel! brings a wide the State University, the problems make it widely attractive An open 
c_an _ b: done Wlthm the budget 
participants felt that the final background to his present posi- of the City University cannot be admissions p�licy is to be imple-
hmita _tion of 5o million dollars; 
agreement was much too favor- tion. He studied choral conducting solved, that indeed the future of mented by 10 �onths from this ��� �ci� 
c
;
n .br 
done wit�out sa­
able to the "enemy"., which two at Temple University, where he the City Uni,rersity is hopeless. date. As of now it is quite clear _
g . 11 10 a of sovereignly of 
paiJicipants? Saigon and the earned a bachelor's and a master's Yet I think is quite clear that that the present 'plant facilities of 
t�e ex_iStJJ\g colleges, and without 
Umted States. degree. were we to allow the City Uni- the City University of New York t::;t
mg
r;
n
o
ia�
e de.gree fro _m the 
Sh _ort ly �ter the conference He h'.1s taught almost all phases• versity to be absorbed by th� State are ta.xed to the utmost. It is un-
g 
P P foi alloc:3-tion of 
Pre_s1dent Eisenhower pl:dged U.S. o! m�s1c a_t ev�ry level of educ�- University, the future of just those realistic to believe that anything 
students: It can be done, m short, 
�ss1�tan?e to South �1etnam to t1?n mcludmg five years as Music students whom open admissions is can be done within the n�xt 10 
by _openmg a Fre�hman -Center at 
mamtam a �ti:ong, viable state, Dll'':ctor, Conductor of Opera and intended to aid would be indeed months to render those facilities 
whlch moSt entermg freshmen to 
capa_ble of res1stmg attempted sub- Assistant Conductor of the Orches- hopeless. For it is inconceivable capable of handling a freshman 
the City University in the fall of 
version or agression." Later he tra and Band, Temple University. after we have surrendered th� class of 35,000 students. Yet the 
1970 would be gathered, one that 
stated that thi t 'd t H ha d t d -f B d 
can accommodate them and serve 
s _mean _a1 , �o e s con uc e opera �e1 or- sovereignty of the City University Mayor, the oar , governments at them as a filtering JJoint into the 
troops. Ho�vever,_ i_n kee�mg W1th mances, ballets, and symphomc pro- - that sovereignty which gives various levels, are committed to c·t u · 
most of his _POllc1es, E1senho�ver grams as w�ll as the standard Professor Lustig so rich a voice the project. Therefore, for pur-
1 
Y 
mversity. 
sent 300 "advisors" to Sou�h Vie�- cho�·al re�erto1�·e. He has _ perfor1�- and other members of the Univer- poses of this proposal I am going 
At firSt glance the scheme must 
n�m on Feb. 12, 1955 to tram then· ed m choll's with the Philadelphia sity Senate the gJ:owing powei· that to assume that somehow they know 
see� wide-eyed, visionary, and im. 
tioops. On:hestra und�r Ormandy, Ben- that body has achieved - that the where and how the approximately 
po�s1bl _e. On the contrru,r, I think 
. By ,,1�60 there ,�ere 685 "a?- stem, Stokowski a _nd Leinsdol-:f. State University would consider 50 million dollars necessru
,r to ac-
it is highly practicable and in fact 
visors 11: South Vietnam ?11d m Bronx Co�mumty C?llege is a implementing a policy of open ad- complish this seemingly impos ible 
the only possi_ble solution for open 
�96� President Kennedy ,1ec1�ed te t�vo-year umt of The C1ty Un:iver- missions for just this one unit of feat can be procured. 
nro)lment without diminution of 
�nc1ease th: number of advisors s1ty of ew York under the pro- the combined University when Given the money then and ac-
quahtf. ?r extreme overcrowding 
m South V1_etnam from about 800 gram of the State University of there is no such policy no,� in ef- knowledging the �omplete queez 
of facihti s. Such a Freshman en-
(Contnmed on Page 7) ew York. feet or any envisioned· for the near on space in existing institutions, 
ter would have to be centrally 
(Continued on Page 6) 
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ANOTHER FACE 
Barbara Pick 
"Let the boy try along this bayonet-blade 
How cold steel is, and keen with hunger of blood; 
Blue with all malice, like a madman's flash; 
And thinly drawn with famishing for flesh. 
Lend him to stroke these blind, blunt bullet-heads' 
Which long to nuzzle in the hearts of lads, 
Or give him cartridges of fine zinc teeth, 
Sharp with the sharpness of grief and death." 
-Wilfred Oiven-"Arms and the Boy" 
The sun was brimming over with heat again that day. 
Five days of exhausting, dehydrating heat. Was there no 
end of the blazing intensity of the sun. Automatically, Rob­
ert Lewis sat polishing his fire-arm. Simultaneously a strok­
ing sensation began with Robert's right hand, as the left 
hand polished. Stagnation and soundlessness was felt by 
Robert. Breaking the deadness, a single outcry was heard. 
An unreleased emotion, a mixture of frustration, disappoint­
ment and learned reflexes, was emancipated in Robert. 
Suddenly Robert in a dazed trance stumbled to the sound. 
The only sight and thought in his mind was the word "Kill," 
"Kill," "Kill" ... 
Brown Deer, Wiscpnsin honored Robert Lewis home 
with a parade. The mayor of Brown Deer spoke his highest 
praise of the esteemed soldier, Robert Lewis. For Robert 
Lewis received the Silver Medal for the disemboweling of 
five enemy soldiers in a search-an-destroy mission. The high 
school band continuously played "When Johnny Comes 
Marching Home Again." The local scout groups met the hero 
of Brown Deer. Awe, admiration and respect were seen in 
the eyes of the young .children; each one envisioning himself 
as Robert Lewis. 
On Tuesday, The Wisconsin Dispatch's headline read 
"Man savagedy slashed three friends fatally." The article 
continued to say that John Burns owed the three men money . 
Reacting passionately, instead of rationally a fight ensued. 
A verdict was decided upon after several months of appeals. 
John Burns, guilty, to die by the electric chair was the final 
decision. 
John Burns, Robert Lewis. Robert Lewis, John Burns. 
Hero-Murderer, which is the correct relationshiJ?? 
Is there a distinction for an act of KILLING? ... 
Red Cross Re·duces 
Hours With Baruch 
By EARL M. SURI 
Due to unforseen labor difficulties, the American Red Cross had 
to reduce by over 50% the number of on-campus hours that it was 
to have spent at Baruch collecting blood. 
The original hours were posted as 9 A.M. to 9 P.M. However, 
at practically the 11th hour, we were notified that Baruch's new 
hours were to be 1 P.M. to 6:30 P.M. Time did not permit us to spread 
this information to the entire student body. 
Therefore the Committee wishes to apologize to those of you 
who arrived ;fter 6 :30 P.M., expecting to find the Red Cross "in the 
Student Center. If you still .wish to do so, you may donate a pint of 
blood at any Red Cross Center. J:ust advise them to credit it to 
Baruch's Blood Bank. . · 
While for all practical purposes, the revised hours eliminated 
· almost th� entire Evening Session student body, Sigma Alpha and 
Student Life feel that the compaign was a success. The Red Cross 
collected 95 pints and issued 13 postponements. In effect, almost 
twice as many pints were collected - per hour - as in prior cam­
paigns. 
On behalf of those who might have to draw upon the bank at 
some future date, Sigma Alpha wishes to thank those studen_ts who 
were able to give. With your continuing interest and cooperation, . we 
feel the Blood Drive can be an even greater success ,the next time 
around. 
Vi-o./inist. Pianist 
At Lincoln-Cente·r 
The world premiere performance of Carlos Chavez" 
"Variations for Violin with Piano," one of 11 works commis­
sioned thus far by The Chamber Music Society of Lincoln 
Center will be !riven by Charles Treger, violinist, and 
Richar'd Goode, pi;nist, at Alice Tully Hall next Friday night, 
December 12th. The one-movement'• 
work by Mexico's distinguished The Orford String Quartet, an 
composer-conductor, consisting of outstanding .Cana_dian ense�ble 
a series of highly dissonant varia- which has conc_ertized _extensively 
tions on an original 18-bar theme, throughout N_cnth_ America and �u­
will be the 3rd of the specially com- rope and which 1s �he qua1tet-m­
missioned works to be presented in residence_ at the Umvei:s1ty of To­
the Society's initial subscription ronto, will perfoi,n with r:gular 
season, which began on October artists of The C�amber. Music So-
17th. ciet;v at both F:r1day mght's con-
THE REPORTER 
U.S. College 
In Israel 
The American College in J eru­
salem opened its second year as a 
liberal aits English-language col­
lege on 7 October, with a festive 
convocation attended by J erusa­
Page Five 
R.lEIFILlECl1ll ON S
By REUBEN SAMUEL 
lem's Mayor, Mr. Teddy Kollek, Today is Moratorium day. From Washington we here reports of 
representatives of the U.S. Con- over 300,000 Americans participating in an all out effoit to end the 
sulate General and the U.S.].S. of war that should not be. Ostensibly the effoit has been a peaceful 
Jerusalem as well as scholars, well- one, that's good ... heaven forbid that anyone accept the police are 
wishers and professors from three violent. Mendel Rivers, on Veterans' Day stood up before his con­
continents. Mayor Teddy Kollek stituency (with American Flags and headlights on glued to their eye­
called the college a valuable addi- glasses) and praised "01' Spiro (pronounceld Sp-eye-rok)" for his 
tion to the Capital's rich cultural Americanism. Did 01 Mendel mention the millions and perhaps bil­
resources. He praised its rapid lions of dollars that his constituency receives as a result of war pro­
growth and said its varied cosmo- duction? ... and that the end of the war may well put 01 Mendel 
politan body was indicative of the out looking for a job? Well, at least some know that Mendel's 
atmosphere of cultural tolerance patriotism is strongly motivated by his constituencies' pocket ... and 
and academic growth which could by his own ability to retain his position (Kill those Commie demon-
only benefit Jerusalem. 1 str-ators!). 
Prof. Sol Liptzin, Chairman of 
Now 01 Spiro,. he dun went ahead and attacked the TV News the College Depaitment of Hu-
for their devastating critique of Nixon's speech. Tut-tut, did Spiro­manities, dwelt on the deep human 
baby do this out of his own motivation? or did Nixon tell Spiro-baby 
;,ii��"b�:r�
o 
��u;:;i:�
d 
� t�: that he had better get his dead behind out and work for the adminis-
tration. Sadly, fellow Americans the hai·dly-ever inaccurate polls say unique setting of the City of Peace. 
that Spiro is gaining in popularity among the silent majority( or is Student Body Doubled in First it apathetic?). Year. According to the college 
president, Prof. Norman Green- "We love you Spiro T. Agnew ... (sing to the tune of We love 
wald, 145 students have enrolled you Alice B. Toklas) ... the reason we love Agnew is because he is 
this year, more than twice the num- articulate as a speaker, his thoughts are always clear and they, are 
ber registered in 1968. Most of the certainly thoug:\lt out ... as to how tl;!e TV news and the other media 
students are from the U.S. but for that matter will treat him in the future. Remember, fellow Ameri­
there ai·e also a dozen Arab and cans, in the future when the President of the United States speaks for 
Armenian youths from east J eru- a half an hour ... and says nothing ... you should �et angry at the 
salem, and children of several TV(!?) sta�ions for telling it like it is. Next year we are going to 
diplomats stationed in Israel's have FBI controlled TV. CIA rock radio stations, and Chocolate Bar 
capital. 
' (Hershey, that is) will be editor-i;n-chief of the New ,York Times. 
The institution uses English as If you don't-read the New Yorl< Times DAILY you. will be drafted ! 
its language of instruction and is There has been a rumor circulating that in the event that the 
aimed at overseas students who President is disabled or dies while in office the CIA is to deal with 
would be discouraged from study- Spiro with the Utmost Prejudice. Anyway, our boys in Apollo· 12 are 
ing in Israel by the need of first on their way for a second landing 6n the moon. What does it matter 
mastering Hebrew. Prof. Green- that domestic budgets have been cut drastically by the Nixon Admin­
wald said' the college cannot re- istration? President Nixon, at the launch on Friday morning said 
ceive accred,itation in the U.S. until that the Space Program is going ahead full speed. When we speak 
it has graduated its first students, of priorities it gives us some warmth to realize that Nixon has this 
an event which will take place next well organized. Space and War fir�t, the people of the United States 
June. However, over a dozen Amer- second. That is where _it is at, my fellow Americans ... to agree to ; 
ican universities have already ac- this is to place your trust and your political influence in the hands 
cepted transfer credits. of those who cai·e possibly only about themselves. 
The institution aroused such in- I am certain that in apethitic, conservative Baruch, some of what terest among Americans, Prof. I have said above is offensive, it is meant to be. The pil! that we are Greenwald said, that a search has· asked to swallow is a bitter one indeed. This country has always had begun for a permanent campus in leaders whose policies were questionable. No man or group of men Jerusalem. At present the students are perfect. The despicable aspects are the obvious attempts to muzzle live in dormitories in Beit Hake- dissenters and those who, on the air waves, maintain the right to rem and · attend classes in adjacent give their own opinion rather tl:Jan the opinion that the"\government buildings. On the experience of wishes heai·d. That's democracy, Dick and Spiro ... and their sup­last year, Prof. Greenwald said, the porters, to do away with this is to do away with most good things 
��;��!
e 
ot�ci!�t� :r C�����ti�!�! I _i_n _ o_u_r_-c_o _u _nt_ry_, - - -----------------
instead on the humanities, the so­
cial sciences, as well as Middle, 
East and Israel studies. The tui­
tion fee is $1,250, and room and 
board $1,100. 
\ 
cert and one the following night,
Saturday, December ,13th. Andrew 
Dawes and Kenneth Perkins, vio­
lins; Terence Helmer, viola; and 
Marcel St. Cyr, violoncello; com­
prise the Orford Quartet, which is 
named for Mount Orford, where 
the four young Canadians original­
ly met at the summer camp, of Les 
J eunesses Musicales. 
Other guest ai-tists with The 
Chamber Music Society at next 
weekend's Alice Tully Hall conceits 
will include Raphael Hillyer, a 
founder and for the past 23 years 
the violist of the Juill{ard String 
Quai·tet; and the Tokyo-born ,;io­
linist Hiroko Yajima, who per­
forms regularly as a member of 
the Galimir String Quai-tet and in 
the "Music from Marlboro" con­
certs. 
At ;Friday night ' s (December 
12th, at 8:30) concert, The Orford 
String Quartet will play Proko­
fiev's Opus 92 Q\]artet and will 
paiticipate in a performance of 
the Mendelssohn String Octet, 
joined by Miss Yajima and Charles 
Treger, Walter Trampler and Les­
lie Pai-nas, regular artists of The 
Chamber Music Society. Saint­
Saens' Sonata for Oboe, and Piano, 
Opus 166, performed by Leoriard 
Arner and Charles Wadswo1th, will 
complete the Fri.day night pro­
gram. 
On Saturday night (December
13th at 9:00) the Debussy String 
Qua1tet will be performer by the 
Orford group and the Canadians 
,vill be joined by Mr. Hillyer in 
the Mendelssohn Opus 87 Quintet, 
which is scored for 2 violas. Mssrs. 
(Continued on Page 6) 
Courses in ·Hebrew 
Day Session s_tudents with permit will be �ble to take 
these courses : 
HEBREW 1. Readings in Hebrew Literature: Standard 
works are studied, with emphasis u.pon sight reading, 
conversations, and composition. 
Three Credits. 
Three hours per week. 
Monday and Wednesday - 7:15 to 8:30. 
Prereq.: 3 years of high school Hebrew or permission 
of chairman. 1 
HEBREW 2. Masterpieces of Literature, Composition and 
Conversation: Standard narrative and poetic works are 
readJ and their literary quality is analyzed. Training in 
both the spoken and the written language continues, 
with the aid of discussions, grammatical drills, and 
compositions. 
Four Credits. 
Four hours per week. 
Monday and Wednesday - 8:45 to 10 :25. 
·Prereq.: 4 years of high school Hebrew, or permission 
of chairman. This course may be used for elective credit. 
I'd Rather Be Right Than ...
(Continued from -Page 3) 
cept at Baruch is a sham. President Weaver should be 
ashamed for allowing himself to be pressured into this ridi­
culous situation in the first place .... Speaking of President 
Weaver, if Evening Session isn't the stepchild at Baruch 
why doesn't he rearrange his schedule so he has two nights 
with us instead of giving all his offieial time to those at­
tending classes before five o'clock ... Congratulations to 
all the Thursday evening scholars for not allowing their 
apathy to get in the way when the building was evacuated 
due t0 a bomb scare ... 
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Open Enrollment . . .(Continued from Page 4) contracts have termination dates located so that entering freshmen 5 years hence - the central area from the 5 boroughs could reach of Flushil1g Meadow Park near the it with a minimum of difficulty. Unisphere and the Fountains, con­Unfortunately, the pattern of rapid venient to the New York City transit in New York City is such Pavilion Bu.i!.ding, to the former "that its sole purpose is to get United States Pavilion of the masses of people into Manhattan World's Fair - which, by the way, in the morning and out of Man- could serve .as an excellent li­hattan in the evening. Manhattan brary, indeed it was used as a might appear, then, to be the only library during the World's Fair -centrally located place. The ap- and accessible also to be Singer pearance I think is an illusion. If Bowl, that this area be designated 
For iris who like to 
fuss wi hou any_bo her 
· Manhattan were the only possible to serve as a Freshman Center. place the situation would be hope- On it there could be erected the less, for we would immediately one-story, stee\, ceme:11t-based cla.ss­have to consider a now-vacant of- room and office uruts now bemg fice building which could be re- used by York and Queens Colle?"es modeled and made available by (these, by the, way, are a far im-. · September of 1970. But it has been. proveme�t over the �-athe�· dis­the experience of the City Univer- mal-looking shacks_ which _fill out . · sity that mere acquisition of such the few grassy areas at City Col­a building before remodeling could lege). To accommodate 20-30,000 possibly start would itself con- students there would have_ to be sume the time now remaining be- erected a total of approXImately fore us. Moreover, even were it 30 to 40 buildings. The buildings possible to crowd 20 to 30 thou- at York .College were erected in sand freshmen into one office something like 4 months. Indeed, buildmg, the experience would, I �vhen New Rochelle High . School 'think be demoralizmo-. We would m Westchester suffered its de­be r�quiring the college experi- vastatil1g fire a year and a half ence to be begun in a settil1g di.a- ago_, a fire which occurred 'in the metrically opposite in character to sprmg, New Rochelle was able to the ideal college environment, and open its high school again in Sep­we would probably thereby dis- tember by placing just such tem­·courage numerous students, espe- porary buildings on its athletic dally middle-class students, from field. The buildings would be low attending the City University. We enough so ;is not even to be no­would if anything make Professor ticeable from the outskirts of the iLusti,;.'s fear on' that account .a park; they-would not violate the self-f;lfilling prophecy, for they esthetic illtegrity of the park; they would flock to Harpur and Stony could be operated between Monday Book and points West. Ideally, we and Friday o� the basis of 9 to ·should have a campus like environ- 5, and could be shut up tightly for ment; yet none in Manhatt,m can the weekends; they would not de­·suggest itself to us. Therefore, I stroy Flushing Meadow Park as a think we have to look somewhere park for that period of the week -else, 'to some place still accessible when the park is now most in use, by rapid transit from all points in namely Saturdays and Sundays. the city and also accessible by The Borough of Queens could still private transit and by bus from have 80% or more of the· present 'the entire city. use now made of that park be-cause it would have total use of Campus Atmosphere? the park, or near total use of the Manhattan is not in fact the park, on weekends. -geoo-raphical center of New York . Cit; The radius of any circle cir- Flushing Meadow Park . 
0 /�/ t/2ere's a :ference between fussing and bothering. Fussing is doing something you like. And bothering is doing something you don't like. The Norelco Home Beauty Salon is for girls who love to fuss about the way they look. There are 10 attachments to fuss with. You can get a fast, close, very gentle shave on your legs and your underarms. Or trim the stray ends of your hairdo. Then change attachments and fuss a little with your fingernails. Change again, and you can massage your scalp. Or your face. Or neck. Even apply a facial cream to your face. The Home Beauty Salon, If you love to fuss, it's no bother. And neither is the Lady Norelco. It shaves your legs fast and close and comfortably. Underarms, too. And its shape was made just for you. Sleek, modern, and attractive. Be fussy. Choose Norelco. cumscribing a map of the City It seems to me that . the single would emapate from a center in greatest threat from this proposal M northwestern Queens. There is, it wou�d- be . the t�reat to the c�m- / ® seems to me, one facility which a mumt!es immediately surrounding o,e,co youcan'tgetanycloser.bold and dedicated mayor could Flushmg Meadow Park, for they CD 1969 North Amerk:an Phlllps Co�f!tlon, 100 raat 42nd stroot. New YOflc, N.Y. 10011. -make available to the City Univer- would have every right to feel that I--��::::=�:::::::::::::::::: ��:::�������:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::�-­·sity, that has a campus-like at- wlu�t is ostensibly a temporary ex­mosphere, upon which the best·kind ped1ent_ coul� become a permane1:1t newly appointed people at the the richness and variety of the ,0f one-tory temporary buildings - one which _might rob them of theu· Freshman Center just as they freshman program. Remedial, those that are air-conditioned, long awaited park development would visit them at their own cen- guidance, and other support ser­·carpeted for offices, well tiled for program. I _t�ink ,�e coul_d guaran- ters. This would enable all the vices could be established for ,classrooms, and clearly lighted - tee to. the c1tize�s rmmediately sur- units in the City University to ex- those who need them. Students -could be erected; one that could roundmg Flushing Meadow Park pand their personnel systematical- could pursue academic work at become in fact an "instant" col- that our presence would create only ly, without immediately having to their own level of readmess and 1ege c�mpus �ithin 10 months; a 5 ye�r temporary incoi:ivenience. overcrowd their facilities, in antic- preparation and still share social -one which would have the addi- More rmpo1tant, we might well ipation of some reassimilation date experiences with everyone else. The tional advantages of several semi- convince them that since this pro- approximately 5 years hence, when center would cultivate academic permanent structures for . hold- p�sal aims at_ the sm�val of the permanent building programs on or homogeniety amidst social hetero­ing large crowds .of people, mclud- middle_ class m 1jhe Cit_y of . New adjacent to the campuses ,vill have geniety reenforced by numerous ing a stadium, an illdoor assem- York, _ it would be to thell' ultimate been completed. In short, all the co-curricular programs. And the bly hall, and a buUding perfectly benef1t. freshmen would have a pleasant expense to the University would be .suited to be a library, a building There are some further featui·es campus-like environment easy of minimal because freshmen educa­in which a library· of some 40-50,- of the program besides merely access. Special buses could bring tion requires the least amount of 000 volumes, prepackaged and erecting facilities. The Freshman students directly from the centers specialized equipment: i.e., the few­bought, could begin to be placed Center would take in students on of Brooklyn and the Bronx, if est and simplest labs and a gen­this winter so that it could be the very basis indicated by the normal rapid transit from these eralized library collection; it would available by September; a facility Lustig plan. Students would be areas proves too difficult. The require classrooms to serve an which has already the paved areas, students of the vai·ious colleges of parking facilities at the park are, average of about 35 students per the lighting, the lay-out and de- the City University, spending their of course, excellent. Freshmen section, equipped merely with sign of a very fine college cam- freshman year together on a com- would enjoy numerous activities blackboards and some charts or _pus; in which the necessary sew- mon campus facility, but taught not suitable to orient them to college maps. ,erage and plumbing are ah-eady by a new faculty or a separate fac- work; they would also receive There must be no stigma at­installed; that has much more ulty but by faculty of the various orientation toward the schools tached to the Freshman Center. In ·space than woul dbe needed to ac- colleges assigned on a rotating which had accepted them. They the likely event that some units of ·commodate in one-story buildings basis by their own departments to would receive, fot example, the the University will have room for -the :a;pproximately 20-30,000 enter- the Freshman Center where, they bulletins, newsletters, and student some freshmen, they must not be iing students and their teachers would can-y on, in effect, the pro- newspapers of the various schools. allowed to select an elite and con­:and suppo1t personnel; that has gi·am of their colleges. Of course, Instead of being crowded into the sign a less academically prepared parking lots; that has accessibility some people would have to be new; tenement campuses that have been group to the Center. Rather they to major roads as well as rapid that would be the case in any kind rapidly accreting on the sites of must assign their students to both transit; one for which, indeed, of augmentation. To the extent that our constituent colleges, freshmen the home campus and the Center major highways were renovated at it is possible, where approxi:mately would be able to enjoy one year ill on a random basis. an extremely great expense within the same courses are given to fresh air amidst rolling plains con- At the same time the colleges, the decade - it must be obvious freshmen at various units of the ducive to spontaneous recreation in the absence of near absence of a to the board that I am talking City University, the classes would dui-:ing off houi·s. freshman class, would be able to about Flushing Meadow Park. be mixed; the instructors would be Undoubtedly, the absence of spread their total populations, re-Can New York City afford to instructors from any one of the upper classmen would be a dis�d- duced by the gi-aduating class of gjve up Flushing Meadow Park units, and therefor� there . wo�d vantage, but freshmen contact with 1970, over their existing facilities, as a park in order to use it as a be a great deal of mtegratlon, m upper classmen usually occurs out- to remove those excess facilities unit of the City University? In evew sense of the word1 of the s!de the classr?om. The . altema- cluttering their campuses, and to long range terms I think it cannot. student bodies_ of th� v�·1ous col- t1ve means of unpl�mentmg open go ahead ,vith their building pro­Flushing Meadow Park is needed leges of the City Umvers1ty. H?w- �nrollment all ent�1l such crowd- grams. It is hoped that this p;ener­as a park, and yet I think the city ever, all contro� of f:iculty appomt- 11:� _and such restncted use of fa- al plan, to be elaborated fmther if can have its cake and eat it too. ments and des1gnat1ons would re- c11It1es by every student, tba� �uch adopted in principle, will enable I propose that for a period o� 5 main in the han?s of the depart- contacts would have to be m1mmal the University to fuliill thos ex­yeai:s, for a period not exceedmg ments at the various colle?es. Per- anyway. pansion programs which were 5 years _ and this can be safe- sonn�l and budge� comJJUttees . �r Further compensating for the 01-:iginally designed to accommodate guarded by making sure that all appointment comrmttees would V1s1t loss of upper classmen would be open enrollment in 1975. 
Concert .. ·. (Continued from Page 5) Arner and Wadswo1th will perform a Poulenc Sonata and Mr. Parnas and Richard Goode ,viii perform the Beethoven C Major Sonata for 'Cello and Piano. Program details for weekly Con­cert calendar listings: FRIDAY, DEC. 12th at 8:30 P,M. Alice Tully Hall, 65th Street and Broadway THE CHAiy.IBER MUSIC SOCIETY OF LINCOLN CENTER Charles Wadswo1th, Artistic Dir. Charles Treger, Hiroko Yajima, violin; Walter Trampler, viola; Leslie Parnas, violoncello; Leon­ard Arner, oboe; Richard Goode, Charles Wadswo1th, piano; The Orford String Quartet. I. String Quartet, Op 92 ....... . Prokoviev IL Sonata, Op. 166 (Oboe and Piano) ............ Saint-Saens III. Va1-:iations for Violin with Piano (World Premiere) Chavez - Intermission -IV. String Octet ..... Mendelssohn SATURDAY, DEC. 13th at 9 P.M. Alice Tully Hall, 65th Street and Broadway THE CHA MBER MUSIC SOCIETY OF LINCOL CENTER Charles Wadswo1th, A1tistic Dir. Raphael Hillyer, viola; Leslie Par-nas, violoncello; Leona1·d Arner, oboe; Richard Goode, Charles Wadswo1tli, piano; The Ox-ford String Qumtet I. Sonata in C Major for 'Cello and Piano ..... .......... Beethoven II. String Quartet ....... Debussy - Intermission -III. Sonata (Oboe and Piano) .. Poulenc IV. Quintet, Op. 87 (Two Violas) Mendelssohn 
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March ,on Washington 
November 13-15 
TH E R EP O R T E R
Vietnam ... 
(Continued from Page 4) 
to an ultimate maximum of 40,000, 
including Green Beret troops. How­
ever, Kennedy never committed the 
conduct of the war to virtually 
Page Seven 
OPINION 
By ZAVE UNGER 
By FARRELL ESSO only U.S. troops. In fact he had In his unprecedented attack on the television networks' news or-
It was awesome to see hundreds of thousands of people, in every committed only l6,000 of the 40,000 ganizations, Vice President Agnew struck a sensitive chord among 
direction, their numbers stretching beyond all horizons. It was im- men to Vietnam and was planning middle-class America. His remarks are especially significant when 
pressive to see their arms reaching up, their fingers forming the V of to begin l!emoving troops by the one realizes that these network news shows reach an audience so vast 
Peace. It was inspiring to hear their voices singing together, "All we end of 1963- Then Kennedy was and huge, that it is totally out of, proportion to the number of men 
are saying is give peace a chance." It would be impossible to be a part assassinated. Two days later, while who prepare and control them. It is this small group of men who 
of the ovember 15 Vietnam Moratorium in Washington and not be everyone was still in mourning, decide what America will be shown every night in the way of news. 
turned on brighter than a spotlight - without the use of drugs! It Johnson rescinded the 0rder to re- They are responsible for deciding what news stories will be shown, 
was glorious, simply glorious! move lOOO men by the end of 1963· how much time will be allotted to each, what film clips will be shown, 
The November Moratorium was a three-part demonstration, First �c\i��� 
time few people noticed the and what will be said. In short, this clique, with power and influence 
was the Maa·ch Against Death, which started Thursday night and On July 8, 1964 a United States 
out of proportion to their size, decide what )Vill be told to America, 
lasted until Saturday morning. Marchers walked from Arlington Na- military spokesman in Saigon 
and, probably even more important, how it will be told to America. 
tional Cemetery past the White House to the Capitol Building. Each stated that U.S. casualties had 
Moreover, it is a widely accepted fact that these men sha,re 
carried a sign with the name of either a U.S. soldier killed in Viet- risen to 1387 since Dec. 1961 _ 
predominately the same political philosophy, that of the "Liberal
nam or a town which was destroyed by the war, and called off that Roughly half of these occurred in 
Establishment." As Vice President Agnew said, " . .. To· a man, they 
name as he or she passed in front of the White House. the 7½ months J.ohnson was pres-
live and work in the geographical and intellectual confines of Wash-
Saturday morning, after the March Against Death, there was a ident. 
ington, D.C. an d. New York City .. . Both communities bask in their 
march that took demonstrators from the Capitol Building along both own provincialism, their own parochialism. " To have such a small group 
Constitution and Pennsylvania avenues (permits were finally granted Naval Force wield such influence on America is deplorable, especially since their 
for the two routes) to the Washington Monumet. There was not one All this was just window dress- selection -is· not a matter ·of public record and there is no public lmowl-
incident. Heckling was minimal, if not non-existent. One maa·shal had ing for what was to come. In July, edge of their various qualifications for the job. 
walked next to a man who appeared to be a government agent. He had 1964 South Vietnamese naval forces With such a small group, representing generally one basic view­
his first cleched and was looking at the people around him with some- raided the North Vietnamese coast. point, controlling the general content of . the news shows, it is in­
thing less than love. Marshals had been warned during training that The U.S. destroyer Maddox was evitable that some distortion of the news will result, More coverage 
government agents might try to stir up incidents to discredit the also in the area. The U.S. states seems to be allotted to antiwar demonstrations and other Liberal causes 
March. Apparently they never got the chance. People sang, chanted that the-Maddox had nothing to do than to rallies and c'auses of another political philosophy. As Mr'. 
and marclied through the nation's capitol in the name of Peace - and with the raids, but there are still Agnew so aptly put it: " ... One minute of Eldrige Cleaver is worth 
did it peacefully and non-violently. disputes over the matter and many ten minµtes of Roy Wilkins .. . How many marches and demonstr�--
The closest thil1g to an incident occurred at the Washington Monu- people do11't believe the U.S. as�er-
tions would we have, if the marchers did 11ot .know that the ever­
ment, near the speakers' stand. This reporter was a marshal, assigned tion. On Aug. 2 the Defense De-
faithful TV cameras would be there to record their antics ?" We're not 
to protect the stand from any splinter groups (such as the Weather- partment announced that three 
by any means insinuating that these people distort the news purposely, 
men or the SDS who might try to take over the stand- and the Mora- North Vietnamese PT boats ap-
but with their almost unilateral views, some insertion of their bias 
torium. proached the Maddox "menacing- into thefr decisions is quite inevitable. 
ly " and were fired upon, putting As a matter of fact, the U.S. Constitution advocates a separation By nine in the morning, about 250 marshals had assembled on the one out of commission and damag- of powers. Their reason : not to concentrate power in the hands' of Mall behind the Monument. With the temperature around the freezing ing the other two. There is no sub- the few, but, rather, .to spread and diffu?e it as much as possible mark, we were hopping, jumping, �lapping our sides, doing anything stanti,al proof for this, especially thro1;1gh a system of checks and balances. This would be especially 1 
to keep waJ."m. Some of us took advantage of tne free sandwiches and since there were no U.S. casualties apphcabLe to tl),e J).etworks as they are concerned basically with public fruits provided by the Hog Faa·m (who were also at Woodst0ck). and the Maddox wasn't even opinion. 'Public opinion that can either make or break, not only a By 11:30, the forecasted rain and snow clouds had yielded the 
scratched. Even if we give the gov- President, as evidenced by Lyndon Johnson's untimely downfall but skies to a clear blue. Marshals were ready. The District of Columbia ernment the benefit of the doubt, also a nation. 
Public Health Service had its Mobile Medical Aid Station staffed with according to their statement it was We're not at alJ advocating a system of governmental censor-· 
a Public Health nurse and three doctors from the Medical Committee 
the Maddox which fired first. The ship? for this extreme would be equally disastrous, as National Broad­for Human Rights. There were five s�ch stations, similarity staffed, 
same clay Johnson ordered another c3:stmg C�mpany President, Julian Goodman said, " .. . evidently, he 
each with its own ambulance. There were also some 200 doctors and destroyer to join the Maddox in the Vice President Agnew) would prefer a different kind of reportjng, 
many more nurses at nearby hospitals, ready to hand1Y anything from Gulf of Tonkin and the next day one �hat would be comJ?letely subservient to whatever political group childbirths to heait attacks and, in not excessive numbers, injuries. he ordered the navy "to issue or- was m control at the time." However, Mr. Goodman failed to answer Now marcliers staited pouring in. At 12=30, Reverend William Sloane ders to the commanders of the the_ basic question of highly concentrated power in the hands of the Coffin began to deliver his prayer. (It was at this time, incidentally, combat ·aircraft and the two de- fe:"· Columbia_ B�·oadcasting System President, Frank Stanton, like­with marchers still marching down Constitution and Pennsylvania stroyers (a) to attack any force wise proved his ignorance of the situation, by terming Mr. Agnew's 
avenues, with still others waiting to stait their march from the Capitol whicli attacks them in international address " ... an unprecedented attempt . .  to intimidate a news 
Building, that the news media made their estimate of 250,000 people waters, and (b) to attack with the medium." Mr. Stanton seems to be forgetting that the news media are 
at the Monument. They never revised this figure to reflect the more object not only of driving off the operating on the airwaves of the people, and the people reserve the 
than 800,000 who eventually filled the Mall.) force but of destroying it." On Aug. right to question the news media when their tsewardship no longer 
BeJiore the Reverend bad even finished his prayer, the incident we 4 the Defense Department an- serves the needs o,f the people, but the needs of some small select group. 
feru·ed most started to develop. We were all seated, mru·shals and nounced that four North Vietnam- However, it is' distressing to note, that as if in answer to the 
marchers alike. From the audience, a dozen or so men and women ese PT boats had attacked the questions raised by Mr. Agnew, his critics have chru·ged that his 
with helmets, Viet Cong flags and various other symbols which were Maddox and the C. Turner Joy in �-emarks, _as of late, have had that slight tinge of the demagogue, so 
clearly not peaceful, moved toward the stand. Immediately the call- the Gulf of Tonkin about 65 miles mherent m George Wallace and so dangerous to the ultimate survival 
went out, "Mru·shal up!" We arose, formed a line three rows deep, arms off the coast of Noith Vietnam. of the American nation. Again, however, thjs 'is not an answer to the 
interlocked, and prepared to face tlie militants. They reaclied our l_ine, It was the middle of the night ond charges levelled by Vice President Agnew. The question is not whether 
then turned to their right, fo1lowing the line of mru·shals. After fmd- no one was able to see them except Mr- Agnew is a demagogue, or not, but whetl).er the networks are 
ing no weak point and seeing that the line stretched too fai· past the on the sonar equipment (which may guilty of misappropriating the people's airways, or not. Their argue­
speakers' stand, they stopped. Some faced marshals, while others have been faulty). Neve1theless it ment leaves the basic charges unanswe1��cl. In fact, one may be a 
talked among themselves, determining their next move. Marshals stood was reported that,' 
1 even though demagogue and still raise valid issues at the same time. It's not Mr. 
their ground - and hoped. they couldn't see the PT boats, Agnew's sentiment that is on the line, but the points he has brought 
Dr. Benjamin Spock spoke after Rev. Coffin, then turned the stand two of them were sunk: Again out. Moreover, it is our sincere belief, that Mr. Agnew is far from 
over to George Wald, who called the draft "involuntary servi�de." the destroyers e;scapecl with?ut a being a demagogue. Instead, he is an American who is deeply troubled 
While they spoke, the disruptors shouted loud chants, one of the m'ilder scratch. (There is an unconfll'med by the existing situation. He is simply voicing his opinion as any 
of which was "F _ Nixon." rumor that one of the destroyers other honest American might. He is, as the networks themselves are 
�ick Gre�ory, c?median and former presi_dential candidate, sp�ke. �:�:
t ��e
c
':u!:
e 
�i:
e
\��!/
f ��� so fond of saying, simply exercising his right to dissent. Is be to be 
A_t first h_e was senou_ s. The�_ he ca,me on w_
1th that sbar
_
p ,.., humor ,o, f 
thought i·t wa.s a North Vi"etnamese 
called a demagogue simply because he violates the will ·of the great 
"S A w hingt t R emary s Baby ) 
"Liberal Establishment?'' He has made· what we consider to be valid his. ( piro gnew is � on s _ans-we;r O • 
os · 
· 
· 
ship and tliat the Captain pre- charg_es, against the 'broadcast news media, and it is our duty ta. When m�rshals saw both si?-�s agr�emg _with Greg, the� seized the vented it only a moment before examme them fully before discarding them as false or othenvise. opportuni�y to enga�e the_ milita1;1� _m a dialog, so as t� diStract them the ship's guns were about to open Wh t 1 · · 
from thell' more disruptive activities, present and/ or fuure. �en fire. If this is true it only confirms 
at e ev1s1on news needs is a broad self-examination by the-
Tom Paxton sang we had another chance to ease off the tension. 
. �embers of the broadcast. n�ws media itself. Public opinion should be. \ 
People who sang together find it hru·d to be violent with _each other. 
the doubts about the accm3:cy of Ju_st- that,. and not the opimon of a few private people. We applaud: 
Howard Samuels Arlo Gutherie (Woody Gutherie's son), Leonru·d 
the s�;1ai: rep�,rts,) The evenmg of "."ic_e President Agnew's courage to speak up in the face of mounting· 
Bel�"te m· and Ver:no'n Stocker did their things. During this time, 
the . 1_nc1dent Johnso;1 :"ent on x�d1cule by the small, vocal minority, and we're sure that the great, = television and after reviewmg what silent majority -applauds with us. 
marshals sat on the grass and tried to get the radicals to do the same. happened said: "But repeated acts ------------------------­
After a while we succeeded Then we heard a rumor that, when Gov- of violence against the armed 
ernor George McGove1:n wa� to speak, t�e radicals would make t�eir forces of the United States must 
move. As each speaker up front ended his talk, we braced, preparing be met not only wtih alert defense 
for the worst. Finally McGovern was introduc�d. We rose to om: f:et, but ,vith positive reply. That reply 
and waited. It was to our relief to have old axioms about not behevrng is being given, as I speak to you 
in rumors confirmed: Nothing happened. tonight. Air action is now in ex-
After McGovern tliat beautiful Pete Seeger came up, and led the ecuion against gunboats and cer­
crowd in the Beatie' song, "Give Peace a Chance. " It W.8:3 this song tain supporting facilities in North 
that melted tlie entire confrontation. Mru-shals and militants were Vietnam used in these hostile op­
singing laugh'ing, and raising the V-sign of Peace to�ether,_ rums erations." 
around eacli other. The line had disappeared; we were all m termmgled, North Vietnam Bombed 
swept up in the beauty, excit_ement an� love of it all. ('>--s Arlo Gutherie 
had said a few moments before, man, it was out of sight! 
Coretta King was the last speaker. As significa1;1t ,as she was, :"'e 
could not absorb her words. There was too much excitement and relief 
in the air, especially in our area. . 
It was 3 :15 when this wi·iter left the Mall. Dr. Spock was callmg 
out names of clrildren, who had separated from their parents an� had 
been brought up to the stand. As he read the nanies, the audience 
cheered each nanie. 
From all over the nation, citizens had come in pea�e, and lef� in 
peace. Although tliere had been an incident at Dupont Circl_e the mght 
before and there would be another that night at the J.ustice Depru·t­
ment 'tliese were not actually prui; of the Moratorium itself. The 
actu;l Moratorium never lost sight of its purpose, and the marchers 
never betrayed their ·goal: To demonstrate for Peace - peacefully. 
"To sin by silence when they should 
protests makes cowards of men." 
Abraham Lincoln 
On Aug. 5 Secretary of Defense 
Robe1t McNamar-a said that U.S. 
planes had bombed North Viet­
namese bases, naval craft, and an
oil storage depot. He repoited that 
25 North Vietnamese PT boats 
were destroyed or daniaged and
that 90 % of the oil field was 
destroyed. Two U.S. planes were 
shot down and two others were 
damaged by anti aircraft fire. We 
were in the war no one has de­
clared and we were in it but good. 
So far it bas cost us 40,000 Ameri­
can lives. The major question now 
is not why or bow we got in; the 
ONLY question now is how do we 
get out - FAST. 
J)e,on Di,spe,nzieri Wos 
S�gmo Alpha's· Speaker 
On Friday, November 21st, Sigma Alpha was honored 
to have as its guest speakers Dean Angelo Dispenzieri and 
Dr. James Oscar Lee, the Board of Higher Education rep­
resentative who is direct}y responsible for Baruch College. 
Doctor Lee presented the latest formulation of the 
Board's "O'pen Admissions Policy"'�·-----------­
and Dean Dispenzieri disc�s�ed t�e premise that everyone has the right 
role of Baruch Co!lege wi�hm this to a college degree. As we were 
plan. !t was an informativ:e pre- informed by Doctor Lee, it does 
sentation about Open Adll1lss1ons, not mean that scholastic standru·ds 
�th no attempt being made :--- will be lowered, to the detriment 
either by Doctor Lee or Dean Dis- of the present students within the 
penzieri - to side-steps or evade system. Nor for that matter does 
the issues. it mean the ' end of free tuiti�n. 
Now, what is means by Open Space does not permit a full dis-
Admissions? Simply put, it means cussion of all the topics covered, 
that anyone who decides he wants such as: 
to attend Baruch - or any other How will Open Admissions be im­
College in the C.U.N.Y. - may plemented? How many students 
do so. This policy is based on the (Continued on Page 8) 
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THE GRADUATE- TEMPER 
By CAVALIER 
T H E  REP O R TE R
Dispenzieri . . .
(Continued from Page 7) 
will it involve? Who decides who 
is to be admitted? Where is the 
physical plan for those students? 
Monday, December I, 1969 
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H UMOR: THE PASSING GNAT AND OTHER STORIES 
The fortnight since the appearance of my last column, entitled 
"'.Dhe Coterie", has been oddly eventful. 
Because of that article, Deans Cohen and Griffin felt obliged to 
appear before the last meeting of the Graduate Students Association 
(GSA) to clear up some misinformation which I -allegedly dispensed, 
regarding repo1tage of the proceedings of the Committee on Graduate 
Studies. Neither made reference to a specific statement as being 
erroneous, though. 
Rather, they brought with them the additionally sad news that 
in terms of other elements of the CUNY system, the Baruch graduate 
student fares worst of all. For example: it's esttmated tha't $1,590 
is needed to cover graduate expenses per student. Bai-uch is funded 
for only about $750 of that figure. Consl:quently, according to Dean 
Cohen, course sections :will not be expanded this Spring. So take heed: 
if you're closed out because of the registration schedule, then as we
used to say in , Vietnam "xin loi" or sorry 'bout that. There will be 
more students fighting for the same amount of classes. 
Actually, Baiuch is being funded at the lowest level of all graduate 
segments of the CUNY system. Why? The explanation offered was 
that our hard times are a natural corollary of last January's grant of 
independen,ce. The Dean was asked what was the good of liberation 
if the very freedom attenuated the whole curriculum 3.11.d effectiveness 
of the College? The reply was that different people were in command 
back them. Really a lamentable story. (11Jcidentally, CCNY is funded 
at about $1,230 pe.r student. Do you think tfyat perhaps Barucli has been 
victimized for the sake of an expanded bureaucracy? Probably 11ot, but 
I'm a skeptic). 
ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND 
Last Tuesday I attended another meeting of the Committee on 
Graduate Studies and . .. vayes mir! 
After the appearance of my synopsis for the other meeting, the 
members complained of my supposed betrayal of their hospitality, i.e. 
they were upset about my commentary . .jn the "coterie" essay. Ap­
pa_rently the inference was that the article was unjustifiably untoward 
or i1Teverant. I expect. 
So when '.[ turned up at Tuesday's meeting as a bona fide delegate 
for the GSA, not as an observer, they became noticeably reticent. I 
was asked if I would voluntarily refrain from including comments on
what would transpire, in my ne� column. I answered no; it would 
really have to depend on the wo1thiness of what was said. 
Then things got underway. Those present (see the Baruch bulletin 
for official membership) did not quickly realize that the real issue was 
one of censorship. On:e department chairman wall moved to state that 
"We have to decide the way in which we want to be viewed" - and· he
said it in all seriousness. Imagine. Another declared "we won't feel 
free to_ speak freely (sic)�' if exposed to critjcism. Yet another con­fessed m fatherly tones that he was "not opposed to freedom of the 
press" but that because of his vast experience in these matters, it was
his opinion that the committee's deliberations should remain immune 
to sc1-utiny. / It seems that the chief justification for their argument centered 
on TRADITION. Repeatedly,· the same demur was voiced: never before 
had the meetings been publicized, ergo (I guess) it should not be
tolerated. They also decried the probability that only one view (mine) 
would be printed. 
The debate continued. The Chair allowed it, declaring- that the 
upshot would have grave influ&1ces on all other committees. (Of 
course, it would not these committees are suppose to operate according 
to function). Thankfully, one faculty member did have the temerity to
ask his peers what it was the committee found it necessary to hide? 
Near the end of all this I asked the members to be mindful of three 
things: of my remark in the previous "Temper" column about the 
"lack of intellectuality" on the committee, of the value of criticism 
in any open society, and of the story about the little boy and the 
emperors new cloths. I also had to confess to them that the whole 
.affair was embarrassing and that·· 
the spirit of Spiro Agnew must "frankly, the radicalization of the 
surely be lurking about soniewhere. university cannot come about until 
Then there was a proposal to the faculty begins to understand 
declare executive session, i.e. • ta, that they are learners amongst 
prohibit publication of anything learners - professional learners." 
that followed 9nd to close the For me the meeting was signifi­
doors. A vote wa,s taken. It passed. cant. I don't know what impact 
Mine was the only vote against it had on the other in' attendance. 
secrecy. So, sadly, I can't repo1t But ·after it was all over I was 
to you what happened next, even approached by one of the board 
though I remained. (The move was members - loo]tjng like a long­
wise though, I must admit. , There sho1·eman in his Sunday mufti, 
were affairs which transpired af- pungent cigar in hand. In a tone 
terward which, if repo1ted, would of obvious condescension, he said: 
really have caused embawassment "Say, I think you served a useful 
to s019-e.) purpose," "Yes," I replied, "and 
The Committee's action was de- I think you :;;erved a useful purpose 
prorable and disgraceful. Frankly, also." 
the whole concept of student par- Et Sequens ... 
ticipation in c1ucial matters has The GSA will hold a meeting on 
been a sham from the beginning. 3 December in the 22nd Street 
This incident only emphasizes the building . . . Balloting for selection 
deception. Sure there's token stu- of representatives to the GSA for 
dent membership on a number of 1970-71 will be held at the be­
committees and subcommittees and ginning of the Spring Semester 
we're allowed to spend our money - probably via mail .. .  It's been 
sometime. But the net worth of neard that ,a new low was reached 
it all is nugatory. in the graduate courses when, for 
A friend, in no way attached to a lecture on the Common Market, 
Baruch, cautioned me to beware. the inst1uctor told his students: 
"You're just a passing gnat; you've yes, there is a Common Market and 
got to understand that. You and then he listed them, period ... To 
the other student.s come and go, illustrate the expeitise used in 
the administration remains. You evaluating graduate lecturers: af­
can't really change things." ter a IO-minute observation period, 
I mentioned our intention to the visiting monitor's only kibitz 
make an attempt to increase our was "use the blackboard more 
representation to parity with that often" . . . After being dispatched 
of the faculty. He laughed, point- to the intra-college distribution 
ing out that we would still be system, a' number of important 
keeping ourselves in a weak posi- questionnaire replies for the GSA 
tion even though we are the major- have gone astray; if anyone knows 
ity in the university. He added, about'em, let GSA know. 
on the present Evening Session 
students, both matric and non­
matric? Is he to be neglected? ' 
How the the school is going to 
provide for his needs, and, at the 
same time, provide for an addi­
tional influx of students - stu­
dents who neglect not be prepai·ed 
for the competitive realities of col­
lege existence? 
What emerged from the discus­
sion was an honest and frank ap­
praisal of 3.1,1 experiment, for such 
it is, that will affect each and ev­
eryone of us. It concerns Human 
Resources, the most valuable asset 
that any nation can possess. It 
concerns the short comings of the 
education received by students in 
the elementary and secondary 
schools of our city. 
'I;he "Open Admi'ssions Policy" is 
an attempt to remedy some of 
these shortcoming by offering a 
chance - perhaps a last chance -
to those members of om: society 
who might otherwise have been 
denied a useful _and productive 
tool. To deny them this chance to 
�pgrade their skills and knowledge, 
1s to close the door to advance­
ment in their face. It means that 
they are to be assigned the role 
of "second class citizens." 
Hard words? Yes! H ard to ac­
cept? Yes. But so is the knowledge 
that countless thousands have 
thrown the sponge and in the 
process, lost their dignity and self­
respect. Who is the loser? I am. 
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You are. This ·country is because 1-------------------------­
it has lost forever' some of to-
'morrow potential for greatness. Ir
-----'-----------------
\
-----. 
What finally emerged from this 
discussion was the fact that the· 
B.H .E. does have a workable policy. J O· I N . T H E R E p O R T E R Surely not the best policy, but one that does have a chance of suc­
ceeding. 
That is why we in Sigma Alpha 
(•Continued on Page 2) 
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